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One criterion for admission to the Ph.D. degree program is that 
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I. Choosing a Ph.D. Thesis Topic 

To choose a good Ph.D. thesis topic, you should first of all understand the topic’s 

main intention. The Ph.D. thesis topic has to focus on a specific question or 

problem and keep the thesis research well-organised.  

The first thing you should do when choosing a Ph.D. thesis topic is decide on a 

particular field that you are going to write your thesis in. Second, you should think 

of a very specific problem or an aspect within this field that you want to disclose in 

your work. In other words, you have to narrow down your topic, but also make it 

interesting for you. A Ph.D. thesis topic should be neither wide nor narrow. You 

have to choose a topic for your Ph.D. thesis so that it covers some particular point, 

and then you should keep your thesis research within the bounds of the Ph.D. 

thesis topic. Personal excitement about the thesis topic will contribute to your 

thesis success and will shorten the dull writing process. With a thoroughly 

considered Ph.D. thesis topic you will get pleasure from your work. 

 

Points to Consider 

• Fresh and original; 

• Correspond to your professional and personal interests; 

• Sufficiently grounded and have certain theoretical basis. 

 

When You Select a Topic 

Send an email to: faculty@atlanticseminary.org containing your name, student 

number, email address and a brief description of the topic you have selected. Title 

this email: Ph.D. Thesis Topic. When you receive approval, you may begin 

writing the thesis. 

 

 

 
 

http://onlinedissertationhelp.wordpress.com/
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II. How Long Should it Take to Write Your Thesis? 

How long should your thesis take? The answer: not as long as you think. Most of 

the time academics confuse time with quality. When a project takes a long time, 

it’s almost always believed to be more valuable than one completed more quickly. 

Most theses can be completed in six months or less, with two exceptions. The first 

(and most obvious) exception is when your study will require data collection or 

longitudinal research over a long period of time. For example, if your research 

design requires observation over a one-year period, you won’t be able to complete 

the thesis in six months. The second exception is if you do not work on your thesis 

consistently.  

The thesis shall be not less than 125 pages, exclusive of Abstract, Table of 

Contents, list of tables and illustrative material. 
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III. A Suggested Sequence for Your Ph.D. Thesis 

1. Background reading 

Follow interesting ‘trails’ until one leads to a provisional question. 

 

2. Finalize your thesis topic and title 

Do more background and focused reading on your chosen aspect of the 

topic. Create an appropriate title after you choose your thesis topic. 

 

3. Literature search 

Look at what has already been written about your topic? Seek out up-to-date 

resources and current studies going on. 

 

Investigate methodological issues, implications of particular thesis research 

methods and ethical issues. 

 

4. Create a thesis plan based upon your literature search 

Consider the methodological issues as you write and revise your thesis plan. 

Review the various thesis methods. 

 

5. Finalize your thesis plan 

Begin to conduct your research and gather evidence and/or data using the 

research method you decide. 

 

6. Continue gathering evidence and/or data 

 

7. Continue to analyze the evidence and/or data 

 

8. Use your initial findings to begin a rough draft of the thesis. 

Continue to analyze and evaluate the evidence and/or data. 

 

 

 

http://www.online-dissertation-help.com/
http://onlinedissertationhelp.wordpress.com/
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9. Refine your thesis plan and continue to develop the rough draft of the thesis 

Focus on adopting an appropriate academic tone and style, including 

accurate, reader-friendly presentation of the evidence from your research. 

 

10. Continue refining the rough draft 

 

11. Complete the rough draft. Refine the style and write the final draft 

 

12. Apply a self-evaluation checklist  

Examine your last refinements of writing style and presentation; do a final 

check of data and its presentation before binding the final draft for 

submission to faculty 

 

13. Submit your final soft bound draft by postal mail to the Atlantic Coast 

      Seminary mailing address on the website. See page number two for the  

      binding instructions.   
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IV. Form of the Thesis 

The thesis shall normally be written in the English language. 

Preliminary pages 

The first five preliminary pages must be the Title Page, Abstract, Dedication and 

Acknowledgements, Author’s Declaration and Table of Contents. These should 

be single-sided. 

Title page  
At the top of the title page, within the margins, the thesis should give the title and, 

if necessary, sub-title and volume number. The full name of the author should be in 

the centre of the page. At the bottom centre should be the words, “A thesis 

submitted to Southwest University in accordance with the requirements of the 

degree of Doctor of Philosophy,” and month and year of submission. The word 

count (text only) should be typed at the bottom right-hand side of the page. 

Abstract 
Each copy must include an abstract or summary of the thesis in not more than 500 

words, on one side, which should be single spaced in a font size between 10 and 

12.  

Author’s declaration 

A signed declaration is required, stating how much of the work contained in the 

thesis is the candidate’s own work and how much of it has been conducted in 

collaboration with, or with the assistance of, others. See Declaration Page example 

on page 22. 

Table of contents, list of tables and illustrative material  
The table of contents must list, with page numbers, all chapters, sections and 

subsections, the list of references, bibliography, list of abbreviations and 

appendices. The list of tables and illustrations should follow the table of contents, 

listing with page numbers the tables, photographs, diagrams etc. in the order in 

which they appear in the text. 
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Paper  
The thesis must be printed on white bond paper. Dot matrix printers are not 

allowed to be used. Pages may be single-sided or double-sided. The paper should 

be of good heavy quality (25-28 lbs.). 

Page numbering 

Pages are to be numbered consecutively at the bottom center of the page. 

Text 
The text should be in single, or 1.5 line spacing, in a font size in the range 10 to 12, 

with headings not larger than 14. Quotations and footnotes should be in single 

spacing in a font size in the range 8 to 10. Margins at the binding side should be 

not less than 40mm, and other margins should be not less than 15mm. See page 15 

for Margin Guides. 

Binding for Submission to Faculty  
The initial two copies of the thesis should be presented in a secure, temporary 

binding, with a glued or spiral spine and not in a ring or spring binder. One copy is 

sent to the Seminary address. The other is retained for security. This copy will be 

assessed and marked by faculty as “pass” or “not passed.” You will be advised by 

email. Upon acceptance, you may submit your request for graduation. 

Binding for Personal Use  
Additional copies for yourself should be hard-bound. Spine width should not 

exceed 50mm. Larger sheets or printed matter should be placed in a pocket inside 

the back cover, or in a separately bound volume. The title of the thesis should 

appear on the outside front cover in 18-point gold lettering. The spine lettered in 

18-point gold lettering, with your initials and surname; degree; volume number; 

and year of submission. This should run from the top of the spine to the bottom, so 

as to be readable when the volume lies flat with the top cover uppermost. 
 

Copyright Protection & Declaration Forms  

The normal protection of copyright law, The Copyright Act 1994, applies to theses. 

Section 56 covers copying by library staff.  

The soft-bound thesis for a Ph.D. must include a declaration stating that the thesis 

is the student’s personal work and has not previously been accepted, for any other 

degree or diploma. The Declaration for your softbound thesis is in this Study 

Guide on page 22. 
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Physical Requirements  

A blank sheet of paper should be placed at the beginning and end of the thesis.  

The binding margin must be no less than 30 mm. Guide sheets are provided on 

pages 15 and 16 of this guide.  

 

For recto pages (right hand pages of an open book) the left margin must be no less 

than 30 mm. For verso pages (left hand pages of an open book), the right margin 

must be no less than 30 mm. (Verso margins apply when a thesis is presented with 

text on both sides of a page.) All other margins should be uniform, no less than 20 

mm. Any tables, photographs, or other illustrative matter, plus pagination, should 

allow the same binding margin. It is important to keep within these margins, 

otherwise text and page numbers can be lost in trimming during the binding 

process.  

 

Extra large maps should be folded so that they open outwards to the top and right. 

If there are a number of maps, it is recommended that they be included in a pocket 

or specially made case. The binder should be notified of any folded matter so that 

necessary allowance can be made for trimming.  

 

The title page should be set out as given in the example on page 14. 

 

Where possible, photographs should be made the same size as the text, and 

preferably on single-weight matt-finish paper.  It is recommended that if small 

photographs are used they be electronically scanned or photocopied onto a 8 ½ x 

11 sheet, otherwise uneven bulking may occur, requiring special binding treatment 

at extra cost.  
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V. Thesis Structure 

Thesis Contents  

A. The preliminaries:  

1. Title page  

2. Abstract  

3. Preface (usually contains acknowledgements)  

4. Table of contents  

5. List of tables (if applicable)   

6. List of illustrations or figures (if applicable)  

7. List of abbreviations (if applicable)   
 

B. The text:  

1. Introductory chapter  

2. Main body of the work divided into chapters  

3. Final chapter which usually includes a summary, conclusions and any 

recommendations  

 

C. The reference matter:  

1. Bibliography or References  

2. Appendix or appendices (if applicable)  
 

The preliminary pages (those outlined in A above) should be numbered by lower 

case Roman numerals, and all other pages (B & C above) numbered by Arabic 

numerals. The page number is not shown on the title page, but it is still counted. 

When a double-sided format is used, verso pages (left hand pages) are even 

numbered, and recto pages (right hand pages) are odd numbered.  

 

Each major sub-division, e.g. preface, table of contents, list of illustrations, 

individual chapter, etc., should begin on a new page with a centered heading in 

capitals or bold type.  Paragraphs should be indented five spaces (approximately 10 

mm.). The text should begin on the third line below the heading. For the setting of 

sections and sub-sections within a chapter, refer to K.L. Turabian's book listed on 

page 18 in the "Selected Bibliography of Guides and Manuals".  

 

Abstract  

An abstract of no more than 250 words is required. The abstract should consist of a 

statement of the problem, an explanation of the method and procedures, and a 

summary of conclusions.  
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Figures  

The term 'figure' is normally used to denote any kind of graphic or illustration 

other than a table, e.g. figures may include photographs, maps, graphs, charts.  The 

placing and numbering of figures is the same as that for tables except that the word 

FIGURE, its appropriate number and title, should appear below the figure.  
 

Tables and figures are each numbered consecutively throughout the text and their 

titles are written without terminal punctuation, one double-space below the word 

TABLE or FIGURE together with their numbers.  

 

Numbers  

The generally accepted rule is to spell out exact numbers up to ninety-nine.  

However, the following exceptions should be noted:  

 

Use numerals for percentages, decimals, street numbers, page numbers and dates, 

and in technical or statistical discussions where groups of figures are used. 

 

Numerals at the beginning of a sentence are spelled out.  

 

Quotations  

All quotations should correspond exactly with the original in wording, spelling and 

punctuation.  

 

Short direct quotations (not more than three lines in length) should be enclosed in 

double quotation marks and incorporated into the text.  Longer quotations should 

be single-spaced without quotation marks, and indented at both margins forming a 

block that stands out clearly from the text.  

 

Single quotation marks are generally used for quotations within a quotation.  

Omissions in quoted matter are indicated by three spaced periods . . . and care must 

be taken when using these that the original meaning is not altered.  

 

Note that the use of double or single quotation marks varies from style to style. 

Where the Modern Languages Association and Chicago (Turabian) use double 

quotation marks around short quotations, the Modern Humanities Research 

Association uses single quotation marks. Check with your supervisor in case your 

discipline has a preferred style.  
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Any interpolated comment should be enclosed in square brackets, e.g. [sic], used to 

assure the reader that some error has been noted in the original.  

 

Tables  

Tables (any matter appearing in tabular form, such as statistics) should appear as 

near as possible to the discussion relating to them, and should be numbered 

consecutively using Arabic numerals. The word TABLE, in capitals or bold, and 

its number and caption title should appear above the table, leaving the remainder of 

the page for source citation or explanatory notes. However, if the table occupies a 

full page, the caption may be typed on the reverse side of the preceding page, 

facing the table to which it refers.  

 

Appendices  

An appendix is not always required.  It provides a place for material that is not 

absolutely necessary to the text, or is used where whole inclusion in the text might 

break the flow of argument. Appendices may be sub-divided according to the class 

of materials included, in which case each appendix should be listed by capital letter 

and title in the Table of Contents.  

 

Footnotes  

Footnotes have four main purposes:  

1. To cite the authority for statements in the text.  

2. To provide cross references.  

3. To acknowledge indebtedness.  

4. To explain or supplement material that is included in the text.  

A footnote reference is indicated by placing an Arabic number slightly above the 

line immediately after the punctuation mark ending the material for which the 

reference is given.  

Footnotes are arranged in numerical order at the foot of the page, separated by a 

double-space below the last line of the text. Alternatively, it is possible to draw a 

line above the footnotes. The last line of a footnote should be 20 mm above the 

bottom of the page.  

They should be indented as for a paragraph and single-spaced, but double spaced 

between each one. Footnotes are usually numbered consecutively throughout each 

chapter.  
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Works referred to in footnotes are listed in the “Bibliography” at the end of the 

thesis. Footnote style should be consistent with that used in the bibliography. 

Details of styles are given in the guides listed starting on page 18 “Selected 

Bibliography of Guides and Manuals”.  

 

In the first footnote to each source, it is usual in the humanities to give details as 

follows:  

a) Books: Author's first names followed by surname, Title in italics, or 

underlined. (Place of publication: Publisher, date) page number/s.  

b) Part of a book: Author's first names followed by surname, "Title of chapter or 

article enclosed by double quotation marks," in Title of book in italics, or 

underlined. Name of editor (Place of publication: Publisher, date), page 

number/numbers.  

c) Periodical article: Author's first names followed by surname; "Title of article 

in double quotation marks;” Title of periodical in italics: or underlined. 

Volume (month if necessary and year): pages.  

After the first reference is spelled out in full, subsequent references can be referred 

to by author and short title followed by page number/s.  

 

The following Latin abbreviations were once used to refer to subsequent 

references. They are no longer recommended except for ibid. which is still 

sometimes used.  

 

ibid. (ibidem = in the same) used for a consecutive reference to the same 

work, but not necessarily to the same page. If ibid. is used without 

a page number, the reference is to exactly the same page as that 

previously cited. Ibid. should not be used more than two pages 

after the original citation.  

 

loc.cit. (loco-citato = in the place cited) used for a non-

consecutive reference to the same work and same page.  

 

op.cit. (opere citato = in the work cited) used for non-consecutive 

reference to the same work, but different page.  
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Title page layout 
 

      [Title]      

                            ..................................................................................................... 

 

                            ..................................................................................................... 

 

                            ..................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

[Author] 

 

                            ..................................................................................................... 

 

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

A thesis for the degree of  

Doctor of Philosophy 

at  

Atlantic Coast Theological Seminary 

Daytona Beach, FL 

USA.  

Submitted to Atlantic Coast Seminary Faculty for Approval 

[Date]  

.............................................................. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                   (word count here) 
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VI. Sources and Citation 

 
The Author-Date (Harvard) System 

 

In the Author-Date system citations to the literature are inserted into the text as the 

reference is made instead of using footnotes. Citations consist of the author's 

surname and the year of publication, enclosed in parentheses. Depending on the 

structure of the sentence where the citation is made, parentheses may enclose either 

the name, or the date, or both. Page numbers may be included.  
 

One author: Smith (1970) or (Smith 1970) or (Smith 1970, p. 34-40) 

Two authors: Smith and Andrews (1970) or (Smith and Andrews 1970) 

Three or more authors: Smith et al. (1970) or (Smith et al. 1970) 

et al. (et alii = and others, that is other authors) 
 

If the use of the author's surname and year results in two or more identical  

references for different works, lower case letters are added after the year of 

publication to distinguish the references.   

 

e.g. 

      Smith (1970a) or, (Smith 1970a), for the first reference in the text; 

      Smith (1970b) or, (Smith 1970b), for the second reference, or a different work. 
 

Full citations for these sources should be listed in the “References” section of the 

thesis where citations should be listed alphabetically by the authors’ names then by 

date.  
 

Reference-Number System  

In this system a number, in superscript or parentheses, appears in the text at the 

point of citation and the citations appear in a numbered list of references at the end 

of the work.  

 

Bibliography or References  

Considerable time and subsequent checking will be saved if all the necessary data 

for each citation are collected at the time of consulting the works concerned.   

Endnote software is available for managing and downloading references.  
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To facilitate the use of a lengthy bibliography, as in a history thesis, the references 

could be arranged according to type of material, e.g. primary sources (manuscripts, 

official publications, newspapers) and secondary sources (books, periodical articles, 

theses).  

 

Bibliographic Style  

There are various acceptable styles; the important point to remember is that 

having decided on a particular style, you should retain this form throughout the 

bibliography.  
 

Sample Entries in the Style of Turabian’s: A Manual for Writers… (Chicago 

style)  

 

The following sample entries follow the method used by one authority, Kate L. 

Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, 

which has selected parts of The Chicago Manual of Style most useful for 

students. The "Selected Bibliography of Guides and Manuals" starting on page 

18 adopts this style.  
 

Books.   

When listing a book, details should be given in the following order: author's 

surname and first name or initials.  Title in italics or underlined (and as given on 

the title page). Edition, if other than the first; Series (if applicable).  Place of 

publication: Publisher, and date.  

 

e.g. a book with one author 

Turabian, Kate L. A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and  

          Dissertations. 6th ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996  

 

e.g. a book in a series 

Cowan, Charles Donald. Nineteenth-Century Malaya: the Origins of Political 

Control. London Oriental series, Vol.11. London: Oxford University Press,  

     1961.  
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For books with more than one author the authors should be listed in the order in 

which they appear on the title page.  (Note: in some styles if there are more than 

three authors only the first is listed, followed by the term 'and others' or 'et al.’').  

 

e.g. a book with more than one author  

Ashton, Owen and Stephen Roberts. The Victorian Working-Class       

    Writer. London: Cassell, 1999.  

 

A work written by a number of authors, but edited or compiled by one of them, is 

entered under the name of the editor or compiler.  
 

e.g. an edited work  

McLintock, A.H. ed. A Descriptive Atlas of New Zealand Wellington:    

     Government Printer, 1959.  

 

Monographs produced by an organization go under the name of that organization.  

  

e.g. 

Royal Society of London: Catalogue of Scientific Papers 1800-1900.     

     Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1914-25.  

 

A chapter or section identified within a publication is entered under the specific 

chapter first.  

 

e.g. a chapter in a book  

 Kelly, G.M. "Anthropology." In: A Reader's Guide to the Social Sciences,  

edited by B.F. Hoselitz, 41-88.  Rev. ed. New York: Free Press, 1970.  

Journal Articles  

When citing a journal article, list the author's name first, followed by the title of the 

article, title of the journal, the volume numbers, month (if appropriate), year and 

inclusive page numbers. Do not use ff.  

 

e.g. 

Gibson, James J. "The Perception of Visual Surfaces" American Journal of  

      Psychology 63 (July 1950): 367-84.  
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Newspaper Citations  

These include the title of the paper, place of publication, date of issue, page 

number and column. The initial definite article, although part of a newspaper title, 

is not generally included.  

 

e.g.  

“Unsound Teeth in Children.”  Otago Daily Times (Dunedin) 27 September  

     1905, p.3, col.5.  

 

 

Unpublished Works  

The titles of unpublished works, e.g., theses, are enclosed in quotation marks, not 

underlined or italicized.  

 

e.g. 

Canvin, J.A. “Yugoslavs in Auckland." M.A. thesis, University of Auckland,  

      1970.  

 

Official Reports  

These are entered under the name of the issuing body, followed by the title, the 

name of the chairman of the report and publication details. 

 

e.g. 

           New Zealand. Commission on Education in New Zealand Report of the  

                 Commission on Education in New Zealand Chairman: Sir George  

                 Currie. Wellington: Government Printer, 1962  

 

For a general comment on the citation of N.Z. official publications, see G.A. 

Wood's Studying New Zealand on page 21 in the “Selected Bibliography” below.  

 

Electronic References  

Accepted styles for citing electronic resources have been developed. Principal guides in the 

humanities are the Modern Languages Association (M.L.A.) and Chicago styles. In the 

sciences widely used styles are those of the American Psychological Association (A.P.A.) 

and the Council of Biology Editors (C.B.E.). Turabian’s manual does not provide extensive 

examples of electronic formats, but may be supplemented by using the Chicago manual on 

which it is based. Chicago subscribes to I.S.O. standards which require consistency but 

allow discretion in typefaces and in the punctuation between elements.  
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A form of citation similar to that for printed materials is used. References to items 

previously issued in print include the same information as the original sources. 

Names of sites and dates of access are included, as well as URLs, because of the 

changing nature of electronic sources. Retain print-outs of important electronic 

sources as an added insurance.  

 

Electronic citations include: Author. Title; City, if any; publisher, vendor, date of 

publication; Description of source: (CD-ROM, online database, bulletin board 

etc.). Date of access. Protocol and address; the identifying path to access the 

material.  

 

e.g. an article in an electronic journal  

 

Howard, Hugh. “Building by the Book: the Paradox of Palladio.”  

               Biblio 3, no.11 (November 1998): 42-46. Journal online.  

               Accessed 30 August 2007. Available from Expanded Academic.  

               <https://www.website.org>  

 

e.g. an Internet site 

 

          MPs and Ministers. Online, accessed 13 May, 2003. Available from: New  

               Zealand Government Online. <https://www.website.gov/document.html> 

 

Protection of Author’s Work: Disaster planning  

In case work is lost or destroyed at any stage, authors of theses should make sure 

that they retain a copy (drafts, notes and other material necessary to reconstitute a 

thesis) and also that they back up computer files keeping the duplicates in a 

separate location. An accident is not likely to happen, but if it did the results could 

be devastating.  
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Declaration Concerning Thesis Presented for the Degree of 

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 

 

 

I, _____________________________________________ (full name) 

of ___________________________________________________________ (address) 

 

Solemnly and sincerely declare, in relation to the Ph.D. thesis entitled: 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 (a) that work was done by me, personally. 

  (b) the material has not previously been accepted in whole, or in part, for any other 

degree or diploma. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature: _____________________________________________ Date: _____________ 
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APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX A: 

 

PROPOSAL OUTLINES 

 

Proposal Outline for a Theoretical or Historical Thesis 

Proposal Outline for a Qualitative Empirical Thesis 

Proposal Outline for a Quantitative Empirical Thesis 

 

 

APPENDIX B:  

 

HOW TO OUTLINE 

 

 

APPENDIX C:  

 

TYPES OF THEORETICAL WORKS AND THEIR STRUCTURES 

 

Descriptive papers 

Literary papers 

 

 

APPENDIX D:  

 

THE FIVE-CHAPTER EMPIRICAL THESIS 

 

 

APPENDIX E: 

 

SAMPLE TITLE/INTRODUCTORY PAGES  
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APPENDIX A: PROPOSAL OUTLINES 
PROPOSAL OUTLINE FOR A THEORETICAL OR HISTORICAL THESIS  

 

   I.   FRONT MATTER.   Title Page and Table of Contents 

 

II. INTRODUCTION.  Give the reader a firm sense of what you intend to do and why. 

 

A. General description of the area of concern and the problem to be studied. 

 B. General background of the problem (trends, unresolved issues, social concerns). 

 C.  Purpose of the study. 

 D. General questions to be answered or objectives to be achieved. 

 E. Significance of the study i.e., what it will contribute to the body of knowledge. 

 F. Theoretical implications of the study.   

 G.   Relationship of the study to previous scholarly research in the area. 

Discuss the literature but do not include an exhaustive historical review.  Cite only that 

research pertinent to the specific issue and avoid references with only tangential or 

general significance.  Avoid nonessential details.  Emphasize pertinent findings, relevant 

methodological issues and major conclusions.  Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 

general surveys or reviews of the topic if they are available.  Demonstrate the logical 

continuity between previous work and that which you are proposing. Controversial 

issues, when relevant, should be treated fairly.  A simple statement that certain studies 

support one conclusion and others support another conclusion is better than an extensive 

and inconclusive discussion. Avoid animosity and ad hominem arguments in presenting 

the controversy.  Do not cite authorities out of context. 

 

III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.  In research, "problem" means the issues or 

questions upon which you are focusing. 

 

 A. Identify the major research question or objective of the study. 

  B.  Identify any minor research questions or objectives. 

C. Formulate your thesis statement. A thesis is a truth claim put forward, a position or 

proposition that is advanced and maintained by argument in the body of the Thesis.  It 

serves as the central organizing thought of your work.  

 D. Identify the scope and “delimitations” of the study.  Delimitations are the limits that 

YOU choose to put on the study for practical reasons. 

            E. Define your important terms and concepts.  

 F. List your philosophical assumptions. 

   

IV. PROPOSED LOGIC, STRUCTURE AND STRATEGY OF YOUR STUDY 

 

A. Logic:  Your mode of reasoning, the formal principles of thought that will guide your 

study, i.e., your rationale and theoretical framework. 

B. Structure:  The configuration and interrelationships of the parts that will make up the 

whole of your work. 

C. Strategy:  The plan or method by which you propose to demonstrate your thesis. 
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D. Describe and justify your scholarly procedures.   Name the data bases, libraries and  

                 other sources of scholarly material that you will search.  Provide the scholarly  

                 rationale for your choices. 

E.  Suspected limitations and weaknesses of the study. 

           

V.  BACK MATTER.  Appendix and Appendices and Reference List or Bibliography.   
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PROPOSAL OUTLINE FOR A QUALITATIVE EMPIRICAL THESIS 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the introduction is to give the reader a firm sense of what you intend to do 

and why. 

 

 A. General description of the area of concern and the problem to be studied. 

 B. General background of the problem (e.g., trends, unresolved issues, social concerns).  

C. Purpose of the study. 

 D. General questions to be answered or objectives to be achieved. 

 E. Significance of the study, i.e., what it will contribute to the body of knowledge. 

 F. Relationship of your proposed research to previous work in the area. 

Discuss the literature but do not include an exhaustive historical review.  Cite only that 

research pertinent to the specific issue and avoid references with only tangential or 

general significance.  Avoid nonessential details.  Emphasize pertinent findings, relevant 

methodological issues and major conclusions.  Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 

general surveys or reviews of the topic if they are available.  Demonstrate the logical 

continuity between previous scholarship and the work that you are proposing.   

Controversial issues, when relevant, should be treated  fairly.  A simple statement 

that certain studies support one conclusion and others support another conclusion is 

better than an extensive and inconclusive discussion.  Avoid animosity and ad hominem 

arguments in presenting the controversy.  Do not cite authorities out of context. 

 

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

     In research, "problem" means the issues or questions upon which you are focusing. 

 

 A. Identify the major research question or objective of the study. 

 B. Identify any minor research questions. 

C. Define your important terms.    

 D. Identify the scope and delimitations of the study.  Delimitations are the limits that you 

choose to put on the study for practical reasons. 

 E. Define your conceptual or substantive assumptions, including your own philosophical 

assumptions. 

III.    DESIGN 

 

A. Name the type of design that you will use in your study and discuss the 

methodological assumptions and theoretical framework of that design. 

 B. Your own qualifications as researcher. 

 C. Selection and description of site and participants. 

 D. Information on any instrumentation you will use, that is, any tests, measures, 

observations, scales or questionnaires 

E. Information on protection of human subjects, if applicable. 

            F. Data collection procedures.   

 G. Methods of achieving validity and reliability. 

 H. Plan for data analysis. 
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I. Suspected limitations and weaknesses of the study. 

   

IV. BACK MATTER   

 

A. Appendix/Appendices 

B. Reference List/Bibliography 
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PROPOSAL OUTLINE FOR A QUANTITATIVE EMPIRICAL THESIS 

 

  I.   INTRODUCTION 

 The purpose of the introduction is to give the reader a firm sense of what you intend to do and why. 
 
 A. General description of the area of concern and the problem to be studied. 

 B. General background of the problem (e.g., trends, unresolved issues, social concerns).  

C. Purpose of the study. 

 D. General questions to be answered or objectives to be achieved. 

 E. Significance of the study, i.e., what it will contribute to the body of knowledge. 

 F. Relationship of your proposed research to previous work in the area: 

       

Discuss the literature but do not include an exhaustive historical review.  Cite only that research 

pertinent to the specific issue and avoid references with only tangential or general significance.  

Avoid nonessential details.  Emphasize pertinent findings, relevant methodological issues and 

major conclusions.  Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of general surveys or reviews of the topic 

if they are available.  Demonstrate the logical continuity between previous scholarship and the 

work that you are proposing.   Controversial issues, when relevant, should be treated fairly.  A 

simple statement that certain studies support one conclusion and others support another conclusion 

is better than an extensive and inconclusive discussion. Avoid animosity and ad hominem 

arguments in presenting the controversy.  Do not cite authorities out of context. 

 

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In research, "problem" means the issues or questions upon which you are focusing. 
 

 A. Identify the major research question or objective of the study. 

 B. Identify any minor research questions. 

 C. If applicable, state your major hypothesis and any minor hypotheses.  Include a null 

hypothesis if appropriate.   

[NOTE:  A hypothesis is necessary only if the purpose of your research is the statistical testing 

of relationships between or among variables.  If you are proposing a descriptive survey or 

exploratory research, you will not need to formulate a hypothesis.  In survey or exploratory 

research, questions are a more than adequate device for directing the organisation of the 

methodology].  

D. Define your important terms.   If your research will involve statistical testing of relationships 

between or among variables, name and define your dependent and independent variables and 

provide the rationale for your choice. 

E. Identify the scope and delimitations of the study.  Delimitations are the limits that 

YOU choose to put on the study for practical reasons. 

F. Define your conceptual or substantive assumptions. 

III.    DESIGN 

A. Name the empirical research design that you will use in your study and discuss the 

methodological assumptions and theoretical framework of that design. 

 B. General characteristics of the population upon which your study will focus. 

 C. Sampling design and procedures. 
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           D. Information on the instrumentation you will use, that is, any tests, measures,  

                observations, scales or questionnaires, including discussion of validity, reliability and 

                pre-testing of the instruments. If applicable, translate theoretical variables into 

                empirical variables and state precisely how you will define and measure them. 

 

E.  Information on protection of human subjects, if applicable. 

 

F.  Location or setting in which you will collect your data.  

 

           G.  Field or laboratory procedures, that is, any instructions to subjects and plans for  

                 distribution of materials. 

 

           H.  Plan for data analysis, including any statistical analysis, if applicable. 

 

 I.   Any special techniques being used. 

 

 J.   Plan for pilot study, if appropriate. 

 

 K.  Suspected limitations and weaknesses of the study. 

   

IV.    BACK MATTER   

         A.  Appendix/Appendices  

         B.  Reference List/Bibliography 
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APPENDIX B: HOW TO OUTLINE  

 
Working from an outline helps you structure the logic of your paper.  It identifies main ideas, 

defines subordinate ideas, disciplines your writing, maintains the continuity and pacing, 

discourages tangential excursions and points out omissions. 

 

A structured outline uses indention and numbers to indicate various levels of subordination.  

Thus, it is a kind of graphic scheme of the logic of your paper.  The main points form the major 

headings, and the supporting ideas for each point form the subheadings. 

 

I.  Major idea 

 A.  Supporting idea 

  1.  Example or illustration for supporting idea 

  2.  Example or illustration for supporting idea 

   a. Detail for example or illustration 

   b. Detail for example or illustration 

 B.  Supporting idea 

 

II.  Major idea 

          A.  Supporting idea 

  1.  Example or illustration for supporting idea 

  2.  Example or illustration for supporting idea 

   a. Detail for example or illustration 

   b. Detail for example or illustration 

 B.  Supporting idea 

 

etc. 

 

A system of levels of headings and subheadings can be used to correspond to the levels of 

subordination in an outline, (i.e. the major ideas in your outline can be given a first level 

heading, the supporting ideas can be given a second level heading, and so on.  Organizing your 

work in levels of subordination that are identified with appropriate levels of headings will make 

it easier for you to write your paper. 
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APPENDIX C: TYPES OF THEORETICAL THESES  

AND THEIR STRUCTURES 

 

Within the framework of a theoretical thesis, you can exercise considerable freedom depending 

on the type of paper you are writing.  Four traditional categories of writing can be distinguished 

(L. Sue Baugh, How to Write Term Papers and Reports [Chicago: VGM Career Horizons, 

1997]): 

  

1) Argumentative papers 

2) Position papers 

3) Descriptive papers 

4) Literary papers 

 

In addition, the “classical rhetorical model” will be considered. 

 

THE DESCRIPTIVE PAPER 

The descriptive paper does not present an argument or position but provides information about a 

topic, whether a person, place, event, idea or object.  The most common formats used for a 

descriptive paper are chronological, cause and effect, and question and answer.   

 

THE CHRONOLOGICAL ARRANGEMENT simply follows the development of events as they 

occurred:   

 

Thesis statement – introduction 

I. Description of first event 

II.    Description of second event 

III.  Description of third event 

IV. Etc. 

V.  Conclusion 

 

CAUSE AND EFFECT ARRANGEMENT, on the other hand, attempts to do some analysis of 

events, describing not only what happened but why. You are not building an argument, but only 

putting forth explanations from an objective viewpoint.  In general, after the first main point, 

each following main point serves as the effect of the point before it and the cause of the point 

after it.  A cause and effect arrangement might look like this: 

 

Thesis statement – introduction 

I. First cause 

II. Effect of the previous point, cause of the next point 

III. Effect of previous point, cause of the next point 

IV. Effect of previous point, cause of next point 

V. Final point 

VI. Conclusion 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER ARRANGEMENT is similar to the cause and effect format in that 

is used to provide an objective analysis of a topic.  Generally, the format sets up a series of 

questions to be answered in the paper.   

 

Thesis statement – introduction 

I. Why did _______ happen? 

II. Could it have been avoided? 

III. What were its immediate effects? 

IV. What were its lasting effects? 

V. What might have happened if things were different? 

VI. Could it ever happen again? 

VII. Conclusion 

19
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 THE LITERARY PAPER 

 

The literary paper is generally either an analysis of literary works or a comparison/contrast of 

such works.  In the analysis format, you examine one or more literary works to support your 

thesis statement.   

 

ANALYSIS ARRANGEMENT 

 

For analysis of multiple works: 

 

Thesis statement – introduction 

I. Biographical information about the author(s) if appropriate to thesis statement and 

analysis 

II. Analysis of first work to support thesis statement 

III. Analysis of second work 

IV. Analysis of third work, etc. 

V. Conclusion 

 

For analysis of a single work: 

 

Thesis statement – introduction 

I. Summary of work 

II. First main point, with supporting examples 

III. Second main point, with supporting examples 

IV. Etc. 

V. Conclusion 

 

COMPARISON/CONTRAST ARRANGEMENT can be set up two ways. You may either 

compare or contrast two or more literary works separately, presenting first one and then the 

other, or compare and contrast them together. 

 

Thesis statement – introduction 

I. Discussion of first point using first work 

II. Comparison or contrast using second work 

III. Discussion of second point using first work 

IV. Comparison or contrast using second work 

V. Etc. 

VI. Conclusion 

 

OR 

 

Thesis statement – introduction 

I. Discussion of first point comparing or contrasting both works 

II. Discussion of second point comparing or contrasting both works 

III. Etc. 

IV. Conclusion 
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APPENDIX  D: WHAT TO INCLUDE IN A 

FIVE-CHAPTER EMPIRICAL THESIS 

THE FRONT MATTER 

 

TITLE 

Precisely identify problem area, independent and dependent variables (if appropriate) and target 

population. 

Give sufficient clarity and conciseness for indexing of title.  Arrange words effectively. 

 

PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT (optional) 

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS, LIST OF TABLES, LIST OF FIGURES 

Format according to the requirements of your chosen editorial method. Follow parallel 

grammatical construction for chapter titles, headings, and titles of tables and figures. 

EDITORIAL METHOD USED 

The Academic Office requires students to follow Kate Turabian’s Manual for Writers of Term 

Papers, Theses and Dissertations.  

ABSTRACT 

Give brief, comprehensive summary of the contents of the thesis.  It should be accurate, self-

contained, concise, specific, non-evaluative, coherent and readable. 

 

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION  

  

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Provide general description of the area of concern and the problem to be studied.  Discuss the 

general background of the problem (e.g., trends, unresolved issues, social concerns).  Clarify the 

purpose of the study. List the general questions to be answered or objectives to be achieved 

Describe the significance of the study. 

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Identify the major research question or objective of the study. Identify any minor research 

questions. Define your important terms.   Identify the scope and delimitations of the study.  

Delimitations are the limits that you choose to put on the study for practical reasons. Define your 

conceptual or substantive assumptions, including your own philosophical assumptions. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

The literature review is not a file of books and articles reviewed, but a coherent, intellectual 

analysis of an area of study.  You should make the organizing ideas explicit, and show the 

development and enhancement of those ideas as your review proceeds. Organize the review by 

themes, systematic propositions about the studies covered, historical sequences, or other 

important ideas.  Review previous research and opinion on your topic.  Works chosen should be 

an adequate, relevant and up-to-date representation of previous investigations.  Clearly 

demonstrate the relationship of your proposed research to previous work in the area. Discuss the 

literature but do not include an exhaustive historical review.  Cite only that research pertinent to 

the specific issue and avoid references with only tangential or general significance.  Avoid 

nonessential details.  Emphasize pertinent findings, relevant methodological issues and major 

conclusions.  Refer the reader to general surveys or reviews of the topic if they are available. 

Demonstrate the logical continuity between previous scholarship and the work that you are 

proposing.   Controversial issues, when relevant, should be treated fairly. 

 

INTERPRETIVE SUMMARY 

Include an interpretative summary of the current state of knowledge. There are likely to be 

partial summaries as you complete aspects of your total review.  There must be a thorough 

summary at the end, which reminds the reader of principal points that are relevant to your study 

and which lead into the formal procedural statement of your problem or research questions. 

 

CHAPTER THREE: DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY  

 

DESIGN 

Name the type of design that you will use in your study and discuss the methodological 

assumptions and theoretical framework of that design.  Carefully delineate the logic, structure 

and strategy of your study. Describe your own qualifications as researcher. Distinguish between 

variables that you manipulate and control (as in experimental research), analysis of data already 

available, and that collected in field studies. Use paradigms, flow charts, or schematic models as 

appropriate. Describe methods of achieving validity and reliability. Specify threats to external 

and internal validity of the design employed.  Justify your decisions with references to previous 

studies that used your design and to information in research methods textbooks.  Discuss the 

suspected limitations and weaknesses of the study. 

SAMPLING 

Define your population. Describe the selection and description of site and participants.  Describe 

and justify your sampling procedures (e.g., random assignment, matching, voluntary 

participation, or convenience).  Provide data regarding representativeness of sample relative to 

population.  Include information on protection of human subjects, if applicable.  Provide 

information concerning selective drop-out. 
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MEASURES 

If you use a standardized test, give adequate information about its standardization properties, 

reliability and validity.  If you design your own instrument, give detailed description and 

explanation of the logical process you went through in developing it. 

 

PILOT STUDY: Give evidence of a preparatory pilot study. 

 

OPERATIONAL OR FIELD PROCEDURES 

Sufficiently describe the operational or field procedures that you followed in collecting data 

where, when, and how data were obtained. Describe the procedures clearly enough so that other 

investigators can replicate the study under essentially comparable conditions in the future. 

 

DATA ANALYSIS 

In a quantitative study, discuss appropriateness of your statistical treatment and data processing 

procedures.  Prove that you fulfilled appropriate requirements for carrying out statistical tests.  If 

appropriate, coordinate relationship between the null (statistical) hypotheses and the research 

(problem) hypotheses. 

 

In a qualitative study, carefully describe the logic used in analyzing your data. 

 

CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS 

 

Provide a logical and orderly exposition in terms of the hypotheses, deductions, objectives or 

questions asked in your statement of the problem.   Be objective rather than subjective or 

speculative. Let your analysis be consistent with and supported by the facts obtained.  Do not 

over-generalize or make sweeping statements that go beyond the data.  Relate your findings to 

previously cited research.  Present positive and negative findings relative to the hypotheses with 

minimal distortion and bias.  Cite and discuss uncontrolled factors influencing data outcomes.  

Concede weaknesses in the data and discuss with fitting emphasis.  Separate analysis from 

interpretation and discussion of findings.  Resolve contradictions, inconsistencies, or misleading 

elements in the findings.  Use charts, tables, figures and graphs clearly and appropriately. 

 

 

CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

 

SUMMARY 

Summarize the problem, the methodology followed, and the findings without introducing new or 

irrelevant information. 
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DISCUSSION  

Keep your conclusions at a scope and level of generality justified by the data presented.  

Exercise appropriate caution and necessary qualifications made in drawing conclusions.  State 

your conclusions in a form that other investigators can understand and subsequently verify.  

Coordinate your conclusions with the tentative acceptance or rejection of the research hypotheses 

presented or with the objectives or questions posed. Set forth new questions for possible 

investigation.  Make recommendations for additional research in the problem area.  Make 

recommendations concerning implementation of the research findings when they are appropriate 

(most frequently encountered in survey and action research). 

 

BACK MATTER 

 

APPENDIX/APPENDICES 

The following kinds of materials may be places in appendices: 

Lengthy statistical tables not essential to the study 

Locally developed research materials, such as measures, forms, and descriptions of procedures 

Psychometric data such as item analyses 

Lengthy quotations from primary and secondary sources that are not easily accessible. 

 

ENDNOTES (if applicable) 

 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OR REFERENCE LIST: Use consistent format throughout. 
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Ph.D. Thesis 

Additional Information and Helps 

I. References  
In academic writing it is important that you credit every source of information and any ideas that 

you have used. There are several different methods for doing this.  

What does ‘referencing’ mean? 

If you use someone else’s ideas in your work, or make a direct quotation from someone, you 

must give the source. Reasons for this are:  

 • To acknowledge other people’s ideas  

 • To show you are aware of other people’s ideas and are including them  

 • To support an argument you want to make or give evidence  

 • To let the reader find the material you have used.  

How do I include references and quotations?  

 • Refer in your text, or the body of your assignment, to the ideas, writings and thoughts of 

others.  

 • Provide an alphabetical list at the end of your work containing the full details of the 

sources to which you refer, known as the reference list.  

 

 II. How to Cite References in the Text  

Every time you refer to a particular document or writer in your text you must insert the author’s 

surname and the year of publication. This is known as citing a reference. References can be fitted 

into the text in a variety of ways, some examples are:  

You make a statement in your own words, and give a reference for the source of ideas or support 

for your argument:  

Bell and Harrison (1998) suggest that it is hard to give a definition of religion.  

Specific measurements taken by Smith and Brown (1999) show that there is a direct correlation 

between diet and height.  

The notion of an invisible college has been explored in the sciences (Crane 1972). Its absence 

among historians is noted by Steig (1981b, p.556). It may be as Burchard (1965) points out, that 

they have no assistants or are reluctant to delegate (Smith 1980; Chapman 1981) . . .  
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In the next example the ‘author’ is the name of the series while the publisher would be the BBC.  

A recent television programme discussed the important role of food in religion (World in Action 

2000).  

 

If you want to cite, in your text, several references together for a point you make, they should be 

arranged in the text in chronological order, with the oldest first, for example:  

Reflective practice is considered an essential element within the caring professions (Palmer 

1994; Brown 1996; Davidson and Marsh 1999).   

Or   

Palmer (1994); Brown (1996) and Davidson and Marsh (1999) all argue that reflective practice is 

considered an essential element within the caring professions.  

 

In your text, if you need to refer to two or more items by the same author in the same year, use 

lowercase letters to show the difference for example, Smith (1994a), Smith (1994b).  

Recent research in Edinburgh confirms that boys are still more likely to commit serious 

delinquent acts than girls (Smith 2004a). In his research at Edinburgh University, David Smith 

(2004b) also asserts that ‘styles of parenting’ are closely related to crime and antisocial behavior, 

although being the victim of assault or harassment remains one of the strongest predictors of 

delinquency (Smith 2004c).  

 

In the next example, you are giving a direct quotation which also includes the page number. If 

such detail is required, for example, page numbers, or track numbers of sound recordings, these 

appear after the date within the brackets. The abbreviations are: page (p.), pages (pp.), or sections 

(ss.).  

Haralambos and Holborn (1990, p.143) state that “the family has been seen as a universal social 

institution, an inevitable part of human society”   

Thinking and reflecting play an important role in the learning process. “These resting times 

provide periods for reflection and permit time for new things to be learned, mastered and brought 

to fruition” (Jones 1995, pp.122-3).  

 

You must always use a page number with a quotation or if you are referring to an article in a 

journal or a chapter in a book. Use the abbreviation ‘p.’ for page and ‘pp.’ for more than one 

page. In some cases, the point you make might be referred to on a specific page or between 

specific pages (for example, p.63 or pp.123-125).  

Some quotations can be quite long, and it is best to indent them to make the quotation clear:  

Bee states that there is:  

“a good deal of evidence that high-quality, cognitively enriched day care has beneficial 

effects in many children’s overall cognitive development. This effect is particularly vivid 

for infants and children from poor families” 

 (Bee 1998, p.150). 
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Citing a website within the text  

Citing a website in the text is exactly the same as for books. Whatever makes up the first two 

elements of your full reference, which you have included in your reference list, is what you will 

be referring to within the text of your work.  

The use of children in imagery has always been a tactic for universal appeal. This has extended 

beyond cards and posters to the use of online imagery (Boy with spiky hair, 2005).  

 

This would translate to the reference list or bibliography as:   

Boy with spiky hair sitting in a bathtub. 2005. [Online image] Available from: 

<http://www.inmagine.com/all-kids,-all-fun-photos/photodisc-pvdv205> pdv205.jpg [Accessed 

July 15th 2005].  

 

 III. Compiling Your Reference List  
A reference list and/or bibliography is included at the end of your assignment. A bibliography is 

an alphabetical list, organised by the family name of the author, and includes all of the sources 

you have used or read for your research. A reference list contains only references you have cited 

in your work.   

 

The first two elements of each reference in your bibliography or reference list (author and date) 

appear in the text of your work. The reader of your work can easily check the citation in your 

text with the bibliography or reference list at the end, in order to find the relevant references.   

Making use of library catalogues, bibliographies, indexes and abstracts will help you to find 

details of books and articles but, be warned that checking details at the end of your work is time 

consuming and difficult. It is far better if you keep a record as you conduct your research.  

 III.1. How to reference a book 

Details required for a book can be found on the front and reverse of the title page which is 

usually the first or second unnumbered page inside the book. Details for a book should be set out 

in the following order and with the punctuation as indicated:  

Author/Editor surname, Initial(s)  

Year   

Title of the book (In italics)   

Edition (if later than the first and abbreviated to ed.)   

Place of publication  

Name of publisher  

  

Smith, D. J. 2004. Parenting and delinquency at ages 12 to 15. 2
nd

 ed. Edinburgh University: 

Centre for Law and Society.  

 

Only give details of the edition if it is later than the first. No edition statement means that it is the 

first edition. Use the abbreviation ‘ed.’ for both edition and editor; use ‘eds.’ for more than one 

editor. Make sure the edition detail matches the year of publication. A book might be published 

originally in 1994, but a second edition might come out in 1996. In this case, you put the year of 
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publication as 1996 and state it is the second edition. When referring to the number of the edition 

use 2
nd

  or 3
rd

.  

 III.2. How to reference a journal  

Details for a journal article can usually be found on the contents list, front cover or article itself. 

Details for a journal article should be set out in the following order:  

Author/Editor surname, Initial(s)  

Year   

Title of article   

Name of journal (In italics)   

Volume and part number in brackets, month or season of the year, (if available)  

Page numbers of article.  

Bonen, A. and Shaw, S.M. 1996. Recreational exercise participation and aerobic fitness in 

men and women: analysis of data from a national survey. Journal of Sports Science, 13 (4) 

August, pp.297-303.  
  

McCord, S., Fredriksen, L. and Campbell, N. 2002. An accessibility assessment of 

selected Web-based health information resources. Library Hi Tech, 20 (2) pp.188-198.  

 III.3. How to reference a newspaper  

Details for referencing a newspaper:   

Author of article  

Year of publication  

Title of article  

Title of newspaper (In italics)  

Date of newspaper  

Page number (s)  

  

Rodney, Z. 2005. Edinburgh leads the way in festival management. The Guardian, 19 

November, p.5.  

 III.4. How to reference parts of a book, ‘In References’  

A common mistake is to confuse the name of a contributor to a book of collected writings with 

that of the editor. It is important to include the editor of the book in the bibliography as this is the 

information needed by anyone wanting to find that piece of work. If you have referred to or used 

a specific chapter, you need to give details for that chapter. These are known as IN references. 

You should include the following information:  

Author of the chapter or the section  

Year of publication  

Title of chapter or section  

(The word) In: Author/editor of the collected work  

Title of the collected work (In italics)  

Place of publication  

Publisher  

Page numbers of the section or the chapter referred to.   
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Porter, M. 1998. What is strategy? In: Segal-Horn, S. ed. The Strategy Reader. Oxford: 

Blackwell in association with the Open University, pp.73-99.  

 

111.5. How to reference government reports and acts of parliament  

The author of most reports will be a government department or body or committee. A report may 

be well-known by the name of the chairperson of the group or committee.  

Department of Health. 1999. Saving Lives: our healthier nation. London: Stationery Office.  

 

With an Act of Parliament, it is acceptable to cite the title of the Act in your text, with the date, 

and then include it in your reference list in alphabetical order of the first main word of the Act.  

Disability Discrimination Act 1995. London: HMSO.  

 

111.6. How to reference audio visual materials  
These can be harder to describe. The golden rule is always to describe items as fully and clearly 

as possible, and in a consistent format. In the case of TV/Radio programmes, make sure you note 

the date and channel of transmission. It also helps others to include the format of the item.  

Include the following information:  

Series Title  

Series number (if appropriate)  

Year of production  

Programme title (In italics)  

Place of publication  

Transmitting organisation  

Date of transmission  

Medium: format [In square brackets]  
  

Dispatches. 1998. Ofsted. London: Channel 4, 19th March, [video: VHS]  

  

The Learning Curve. 2005. Music Education and the Music Manifesto. London: BBC Radio 4, 

12
th

 July [audio recording: MP3]  

111.7. How to reference electronic resources  
Electronic resources can be described giving similar details to those for printed material. You 

also need to include the date when you accessed the resource, as well as the full web site address. 

This address or URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is the equivalent of the place and publisher.  

When citing Internet addresses punctuation is important and the full stops and commas in a 

bibliographic citation may confuse the reader. Hence, the common convention of using chevrons 

(< >) to delineate the start and end of an address. The chevron is not part of the Internet 

address.  
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Electronic Documents 

Include the following information in this order:  

Author  

Year  

Document Title (In italics)  

Type of medium [In square brackets]  

The words Available from: followed by the web address <in chevrons>  

Date accessed in square brackets.  

  

Improvement and Development Agency. 1999. Local Agenda 21 UK: what’s new? [Online] 

Available from: <http://www.scream.co.uk/la21/> [Accessed 3 March 2000].  

 

Electronic Journal Articles  

Include the following information in this order.  

Author/Editor  

Year  

Title of the article  

Title of journal (In italics)  

Type of medium [In square brackets]  

Date of publication  

Volume number, (issue number), pagination or online equivalent  

The words Available from: followed by the Internet address <in chevrons>   

Date accessed in square brackets.  

  

Cotter, J. 1999. Asset revelations and debt contracting. Abacus [Online] October, 35 (5) pp.268-

285. Available from: <http://www.ingenta.com> [Accessed 19 November 2001].  

Reference to a Website  

Sometimes you may need to reference a whole web site, in which case you follow the same 

pattern as before.  

British Broadcasting Corporation. 2005. The BBC Home Page. [Internet] Available from: 

<http://www.bbc.co.uk> [Accessed June 14 2005].  

Online images 

Visual information, pictures, photographs, cartoons, illustrations should always be 

acknowledged, even if they are free clip-art. When a website specifically requests that you cite 

extra information as a condition of using their site do so because this will ensure providers will 

continue to offer such resources freely.  

Include the following information as follows:  

Title of the image, or a description (In italics)  

Year  

The words ‘online image’ or ‘online video’ [in square brackets]  
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The words ‘Available from’: followed by <the Internet address>  

Filename including extension  

Date accessed in square brackets.  

Boy with spiky hair sitting in bathtub. 2005. [Online image] Available from: 

<http://www.inmagine.com/all-kids,-all-fun-photos/photodisc-pdv205> pdv205.jpg [Accessed 

July 15th 2005].  

 

 

IV. Useful Hints and Common Conventions  

How to format names  

In the bibliography or references, in order to maintain consistency you should only use the initial 

letters of the author’s names rather than including the full name. In some case you may feel that 

this obscures the gender of the research base and as such it is possible to refer within the full text 

to the author’s full name.  

A recent study by Carol Smith (Smith 1990) revealed that blue eyes were more common than 

brown eyes in the U.K. However the findings were challenged in a study funded by the 

Ophthalmic Lens Association (Jones 2005) . . .  

How to format titles  

The title of the book or the title of the journal should be in italics, bold or underlined. Currently 

the convention is to avoid underlining because of the confusion with web addresses/pages.  

Ibid  

This is an abbreviation of the Latin term ibidem, meaning ‘in the same place’. It is used as a ditto 

instead of repeating the previous reference.  

For example:  

Hayes, K. 1998. Skilled interpersonal communication. London: Sage.  

Ibid., p.666.  

Ibid., p.723  

 

Op.cit.  

This is an abbreviation of the Latin term opere citato, meaning ‘in the work cited’. This is used 

after an authors’ name to mean the same as the last work cited for this author.  

For example:  

Edmonds, M. 2005. Managing the diabetic foot. 2
nd

 ed. Oxford: Blackwell.  

Adair, J. 1997. Effective Communication. London: Pan Macmillan.  

Edmonds, M. op.cit., p.77.  
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Et al   

This is an abbreviation of the Latin term of et alii, meaning "and others." It is used to cite a 

reference which has multiple authors.  

For example the reference:  

Flower, C., Bray, M. and Algozzine, R. 1999. Accessibility of Special Education Program 

Home Pages. Journal of Special Education Technology 14(2), pp. 21–26.  

Would be cited in the text of your document as:  

(Flower et al. 1999)  

 

Sine Loco (s.l.)  

This is the Latin term for ‘without place’, if there is no place of publication then use (s.l) to 

indicate place unknown.  

For example: (s.l.): Blackwell’s bookshops.  

Sine Nomine (s.n.)  

This is the Latin term for ‘without name’. If there is no publishers name use (s.n.) and if you do 

not know the publisher, then you are not going to know the place either. In which case use the 

following.  

For example: (s.l):(s.n.)  

Reference with No Publication Date  

Note that sometimes items do not have a date of publication. In this case, use the term ‘undated’ 

or ‘no date’ in brackets. Sometimes also occurs as (n.d.) this shows that you have checked the 

date and not just forgotten it.  

Footnotes  

Footnotes are not part of the Harvard system of referencing.  

Unfinished Sentences or Quotations  

The omission of a word, phrase, line, paragraph, or more from a quoted passage is indicated by 

ellipsis points (or dots). Ellipsis points are three spaced dots sometimes preceded or followed by 

other punctuation.  

“The minute a new way of working is initiated, the gravity pull of old ways begins. In the 

beginning novelty can be an adequate source of energy, however . . . a more sustainable 

source must be found.” (Lundin, Christensen and Paul, 2003).  

 

End of Ph.D. Thesis Information and Guidelines 


